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Like OncoMouse™, both the pregnancy-test and the replication-test

bits in the Logic General ad are cyborgs-compounds ofthe organic, te(;mUcor

mythic, textual, economic, and political-and they call us, interpellate us,

world in which we are reconstituted as technoscientific subjects. Inserted

the matrices of technoscientific maps, we mayor may not wish to take

there. But, literate in the reading and writing practices proper to the te,:hlllCa!_

mythic territories of the laboratory, we have little choice.We inhabit these

ratives, and they inhabit us. The figures and the stories of these places haunt

literally. The reproductive stakes in Logic General's text-and, in general, in

inscription practices in the laboratory-are future life forms and ways oflife

humans and nonhumans. The genome map is about cartographies o±stl·Ut~gl,:

against gene fetishism and for livable technoscientific corporealizations.

Where else is there to go from here in the net the

ness@Second_Millennium has been surfing but to another haunting cyborg,

also troubles copying practices in the gravity well produced by the implosion

informatics and biologics, that is, to that neuvo huevo, the fetus?

5

FETUS

The Virtual Speculum in the New World Order

These are the days ofmiracle and wonder

This is the long-distance call

The way the camera follows us in slo-mo

The way we look to us all

The way we look to a distant constellation

That's dying in a corner of the sky

These are the days ofmiracle and wonder

And don't cry,baby,don't cry

It was a dry wind

And it swept across the desert

And it curled into the circle ofbirth

And the dead sand

Falling on the children

The mothers and the fathers

And the automatic earth

Medicine is magical and magical is art

The Boy in the Bubble

And the baby with the baboon heart

And I believe

These are the days oflasers in the jungle

Lasers in the jungle somewhere

Staccato signals ofconstant information

A loose affiliation ofmillionaires
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The Sacred and the Comic
Sometimes complicitous, sometimes exuberantly creative, Western femi

ists have had little choice about operating in the charged field of oppositional

earringsstructured around vision and touch. Small wonder, then, that feminists

science studies are natural deconstructionists who resolutely chart fields of

meanings that unsettle these oppositions, these setups that frame human and

nonhuman teclmoscientific actors and sentence them to terminal ideological

confinement (see, for example, Treichler and Cartwright 1992). Because the

fruit issuing from such confinement is toxic, let us try to reconceive some ofthe

key origin stories about human life that congeal around the images ofthe fetus.

In many domains in contemporary European and U.S. cultures, the fetus func

tions as a kind of metonym, seed crystal, or icon for configurations of person,

family, nation, origin, choice, life, and future. As the German historian of the

body Barbara Duden put it, the fetus functions as a modern"sacrum," that is,as an

object in which the transcendent appears (Duden 1993). The fetus as sacrum is

the repository of heterogeneous people's stories, hopes, and imprecations.

Attentive to the wavering opposition of the sacred versus the comic, the sacra

mental versus the vulgar, scientific illustration versus advertising, art versus

pornography, the body of scientific truth versus the caricature of the popular

joke, the power ofmedicine versus the insult ofdeath, I want to proceed here by

relocating the fetal sacrum onto its comic twin.
In this task, I am instructed by feminists who have studied in the school of

the masters. Two feminist cartoons separated by twenty years, and a missing

image that cannot be ajoke, will concern me most in this chapter's effort to read

the comics in tcchnoscience. Set in the context of struggles over the terms,

agents, and contents of human reproduction, all three of my images trouble a

reductionist sense of"reproductive technologies:' Instead, the images are about

a specifically feminist concept called "reproductive freedom." From the point of

view offeminist science studies, freedom projects are what make technical pro

jects make sense-with all the specificity, ambiguity, complexity, and contradic

tion inherent in technoscience. Science projects are civics projects; they' remake

citizens. Technoscientific liberty is the goal. Keep your cyes on the prize.
3

The first image, a cartoon by Anne Kelly that I have named Virtual

Speculum, is a representation of Michelangelo's painting Creation qfAdam on the

ceiling of the Sistine Chapel" [Figure 5.1. Virtual Speculum]. Virtual Speculum is a

gs that elaborates the ideological tension between body and machine, nature

d culture, female and male, tropical and northern, colored and white, tradi

:onaland modern, and lived experience and dominating objectification.

The fetus and the planet Earth are sibling seed worlds in teclinoscience. If NASA
tographs ofthe blue, cloud-swathed whole Earth are icons for the emergence

global, national, and local struggles over a recent natural-technical object

knowledge called the environment, then the ubiquitous images ofglowing, free

floating human fetuses condense and intensify struggles over an equally new and

disruptive technoscientific object ofknowledge, namely "life itself." Life as a sys

tem to be managed-a field of operations constituted by scientists, artists, car

toonists, community activists, mothers, anthropologists, fathers, publishers,

engineers, legislators, ethicists, industrialists, bankers, doctors, genetic counselors,

judges, insurers, priests, and all their relatives-has a very recent pcdigrcc.j The

fetus and the whole Earth concentrate the elixir oflife as a complex system, that

is, oflife itself.Each image is about the origin oflife in a postmodern world.

Both the whole earth and the fetus owe their existence as public objects to

visualizing technologies. These technologies include computers, video cameras,

satellites, sonography machines, optical fiber technology, television, microcine

matography, and much more. The global fetus and the spherical whole Earth

both exist because of, and inside of, technoscientific visual culture.Yet, I think,

both signify touch. Both provoke yearning for the physical sensuousness ofa wet

and blue-green Earth and a soft, fleshy child. That is why these images are so

ideologically powerful. They signify the immediately natural and embodied,

over and against the constructed and disembodied. These latter qualities are

charged against the supposedly violating, distancing, scopic eye of science and

theory. The audiences who fmd the glowing fetal and terran spheres to be pow

erful signifiers of touch are themselves partially constituted as subjects in the

material-semiotic process of viewing. The system of ideological oppositions

between signifiers of touch and vision remains stubbornly essential to political

and scientific debate in modernWestern culture. This system is a field ofmean-

Paul Simon, "The Boy in the Bubble"l

© Paul Simon/Paul Simon Music (EMI)

And billionaires and baby

These are the days ofmiracle and wonder

This is the long-distance call

In its ability to embody the union of science and nature.. the

embryo might be described as a cyborg kinship entity.

~ Sarah Franklin, "Making Representations"
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as visually obvious, differentiated fetus. Family bonding is in full flower in

11 Telephone's garden of creation. Surrogate for the absent father, the mother

ches the on-screen fetus, establishing a tactile link between both parents-to

child-to-be. Here are interactive television and video of a marvelous

d. The mother-to-be's voice on the phone and finger on the screen are liter

y the conduits for the eye ofthe father. These are the touch and the word that

ediate life itself, that turn bodies and machines into eloquent witnesses and

rytellers.
Through advertising, Bell Telephone puts us inside the dramatic scenarios

technology and entertainment, twins to biomedicine and art. In the ad.repro

nctive technology and the visual arts-historically bound to the specific kinds

f observation practiced in the gynecological exam and the life-drawing class

orne together through the circles ofmimesis built into communications prac

tices in the New World Order. Life copies art copies technology copies

cOllmmnication copies life itself. Television, sonography, computer video dis

play,and the telephone are all apparatuses for the production ofthe nuclear fam

ily on screen.Voice and touch are brought into life on screen.

Kelly's cartoon works off the fact, which remains odd to women of my

m,mJpaU,;algeneration, that in many contemporary technologically mediated

pregnancies, expectant mothers emotionally bond with their fetuses through

learning to see the developing child on screen during a sonogram.? And so do

fathers, as well as members ofParliament and Congrcss.f The sonogram is liter

ally a pedagogy for learning to see who exists in the world. Selves and subjects

arc produced in such "lived experiences." Quickening, or the mother's testi

mony to the movement of the unseen child-to-be in her womb, has here nei

ther the experiential nor the epistemological authority it did, and does, under

different historical modes of embodiment. In Kelly's version, the bonding pro

duced by computer-mediated visualization also produces subjects and selves;the

touch at the keyboard is generative-emotionally, materially, and epistemologi

cally.But things work both similarly and differently from the way they do on the

Sistine Chapel ceiling or in the Bell Telephone TV advertisement.

In Virtual Speculum the grayish blobs of the television sonogram have given

place to the defined anatomical form ofthe free-floating fetus. Kelly's on-screen

fetus is more like an in vivo movie, photograph, or computer-graphic recon

struction-all of which arc received at least partly within the conventions of

post-Renaissance visual realism, which the bloblike sonographic image has

great difficulty invoking. The televised sonogram is more like a biological mon

ster movie, which one still has to learn to view even in the late twentieth cen

tury. By contrast, to those who learned how to see after the revolution in
Cartoon from Norwegian Feminist Journal, NYTTOM KVINNEFORSKNING, No.3, 1992

caricature in the potent political tradition of"literal" reversals, which

the latent and implicit oppositions that made the original picture

Kelly's version, a female nude is in the position of Adam, whose

extended to the creative interface with not God the Father but a keyboard

computer whose display screen shows the global digital fetus in its amniotic

A female Adam, the young nude woman is in the position of the first

Kelly's figure is not Eve, who was made from Adam and in relation to his

In Virtual Speculum, the woman is in direct relation to the source oflife itself.

The cartoon seems to resonate in an echo chamber with a Bell TelOjJh(Ju&

advertisement that appeared on u.s. television in the early 1990s, urging

tial long-distance customers to "reach out and touch someone."

racial-ethnic markings ofthe cast ofcharacters varied in different versions

ad. The visual text showed a pregnant woman, who is undergoing Ult:ra,:orLo>

graphic visualization of her fetus, telephoning her husband, the father of

fetus, to describe for him the first spectral appearance of his issue.

description is performative: that is, the object 'described comes into existeu,ce,

experientially, for all the participants in the drama. Fathers, mothers, and children

are constituted as subjects and objects for each other and the television audience,

Life itselfbecomes an object ofexperience, which can be shared and memorial;

ized. Proving herself to be a literate citizen of technoscience, the pregnant

woman interprets the moving gray,white, and black blobs on the televised

Figure 5.1
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painting initiated in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in northern and

ern Europe, the free-floating, anatomically sharp, perspectivally registered

image appears self-evident at first viewing. Post-Renaissance anatomical

and Iate-rwentieth-cennirv computer-generated corporeal realism still

many; although not all,viewing conventions and epistemologial assumptions.

The fetus like the one in Virtual Speculum is the iconic form that has

made so familiar by the exquisite, internationally distributed images produc<'d
by the Swedish biomedical photographer Lennart Nilsson.

intrauterine fetal visualization began in the 1950s, well before sonograrl1S

part of the cultural terrain. The visible fetus became a public object with

April 1965 Lift magazine cover featuring Nilsson's photograph of an intrautc,,_
ine eighteen-week-old developing human being encased in its

amniotic sac.The rest ofthe Nilsson photos in the Lift story,"The Drama

Before Birth," were of extrauterine abortuses, beautifully lit and pllOl:o@:raphed
in color to become the visual embodiment oflife at its origin. Not seen as

tuses, these gorgeous fetuses and their descendants signified life itself, in its tran

scendent essence and immanent embodiment. The visual image of the fetus is

like the DNA double helix-not just a signifier of life but also offered as the

thing-in-itself. The visual fetus, like the gene, is a technoscientific sacrament.

The sign becomes the thing icselfin ordinary magi co-secular transubstantiation.

Nilsson's images have spiked the visual landscape for the past thirty years,

each time with announcements of originary art and technology, originary per

sonal and scientific experience, and unique revelations bringing what was hid

den into the light. Nilsson's photographs are simultaneously high art, scientific

illustration, research tool, and mass popular culture. The 1965 "Drama of Life

Before Birth" was followed by the popular coffee-table-format book, A ChildIs

Born (Nilsson 1977); the NOVA television special in 1983, "The Miracle of

Life"; the lavishly illustrated book (Nilsson 1987) on the immune system,

including images ofdeveloping fetuses, The Body Victorious; and the August 1990

LifeCoverphoto ofa seven-week-old fetus, with the caption "The First Pictures

Ever of How Life Begins" and the accompanying story, "The First Days of

Creacion.?" Finally, moving from conception through breastfeeding, A Child Is
Bornwas issued in 1994 as a compact-disk adaptation whose content-rich mul

timedia design offers interactive features as part of the visual fetal feast (Nilsson

and Hamberger 1994).9 Truly, we are in the realm of miracles, beginnings, and

promises. A secular terrain has never been more explicitly sacred, embedded in

the narratives of God's first Creation, which is repeated in miniature with each

new life.10 Secular, scientific visual culture is in the inunediate service of the

narratives of Christian realism. "These are the days ofmiracle and wonder."We

e in both an echo chamber and a house ofmirrors, where, in word and image,

icocheting mimesis structures the emergence of subjects and objects. It does

at seem too much to claim that the biomedical, public fetus-given flesh by

e high technology ofvisualization-is a sacred-secular incarnation, the mate

fial realization of the promise oflife itself Here is the fusion of art, science, and

creation. No wonder we look.

The Kelly cartoon is practically an exact tracing ofits original Looking at

Kelly's cartoon returns the reader of comics to .Michelangelo's Creation ifAdam.

[Figure 5.2. Creation ifAdam] For "modern" viewers, the entire ceiling of the

Sistine Chapel signifies an eruption of salvation history into a newly powerful

visual narrative medium. [Figure 5.3. The Sistine Chapel Floor.] Accomplished

between 1508 and 1512 under the patronage ofPope Julius II, the ceiling's fres

cos mark a technical milestone in mastering the Renaissance problem of pro

ducing a convincing pictorial rendering ofnarrative. The gestures and attitudes

of the human body sing with stories. Part of the apparatus of production of

Christian humanism, which has animated the history of Western science,

European early modern or Renaissance painting developed key techniques for

the realization ofman. Or, at least, such techniques provide a key way "modern

man" tells his history.

Although I will not trace them, innovations in literary technology are also

part of this story. Eric Auerbach (1953) places the critical mutation in Dante's

Divine Comedy, "With its powerful figurations of salvation history that locate

promised transcendental fulfillment in the material tissues of solid narrative

flesh. Figurations are performative images that can be inhabited.Verbal or visual,

figurations are condensed maps of whole worlds. In art, literature, and science,

my subject is the technology that turns body into story, and vice versa, produc

ing both what can count as real and the witnesses to that reality. In my own

mimetic critical method, I am tracing some of the circulations of Christian

realism in the flesh of technoscience. I work to avoid the terms ]udeo- Christian or

monotheist because the visual and narrative materials throughout

ModesC TVitness@Second_Millennium are specifically secular Christian renditions

ofpartially shared Jewish, Muslim, and Christian origin stories for science; self,

and world. But I am also trying to trace the story within a story, within which

we learn to believe that fundamental revolutions take place. I am trying to retell

some ofthe conditions ofpossibility ofthe stories technoscientific humans con

tinue to tell ourselves. It is doubtful that historical configurations conventionally

called the "Renaissance," or in a later version of the birth of the modern, the

"Scientific Revolution," or today's rendition called the "New World Order"

actually have been unique, transformative theaters oforigin. But they have been
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Although history has long forgotten them,
Lambini &Sons are generally credited

with the Sistine Chapel floor.

.:~

'ru()demgender, with its proliferating series of sexually charged oppositions

hdem,ed into the tension at the interface between touch and vision. Nead

ites, "Woman offers herself to the controlling discipline of illusionistic art.

th her bent legs closest to the screen, [Durer's] image recalls not simply the life

s but also the gynecological examination. Art and medicine are both fore

unded here, the two discourses in which the female body is most subjected to

tiny and assessed according to historically specific norms" (1992:11).

bviously,it is only after the institutions of the life class and the gynecological

am emerged that Durer's print could be retrospectively read to recall them.
11

part ofreforming her own self-making technology, N ead, the feminist art his-

Figure 5.3 'The Sistine ChapelFloor" © GaryLarsen,

narrativized and canonized as such cradles of modern humanity,

technoscientific humanity with its secular salvation and damnation

Certainly, in this book, if only by opposition, I am complicit in the narrativ;

tion and figuration of the Scientific Revolution and the New World Or

Modest; VVitness@Second_Millennium meditates on world-making machines

are located at two ends ofthe story ofmodernity. Perspective techniques and

vacu~m pump, at one end, and the computer and the DNA sequenc:

machine, on the other end, are the artifacts with which we convince

our histories are true.

Metonymic for the entire array ofRenaissance visual techniques, 1"lJlbn'ch,

Durer's Draughtsman Drawing a Nude (1538) conventionally dramatizes the

ofa revolutionary apparatus for turning disorderly bodies into disciplined

science. [Figure 5.4. Draughtsman Drawing a Nude] In the drawing, an old noon

a line-of-sight device and a screen-grid to transfer point for point the features

a voluptuous, reclining female nude onto a paper grid marked off into

The upright screen-grid separates the prone woman on the table, whose hand

poised over her genitals, from the erectly seated draughtsman, whose

guides his stylus on the paper. Durer's engraving attests to the power ofthe

nology ofperspective to discipline vision to produce a new kind ofknowledpj,

ofform. As art historian Lynda Nead argued,"Visual perception is placed on

side of art and in opposition to the information yielded through tactile pcrcep.,

tion.... Through visual perception we may achieve the illusion ofa coherent

unified self" (1992:28). Here, as with Durer's drawing, the disciplining

between art and pornography is paradigmatically erected.

The gendering of this kind ofvision is, of course, not subtle. Indeed,

nists argue that this visual technology was part of the apparatus for the production

Figure 5.2 The Creation ofAdam. Sistine Chapelceiling. 1511-12.
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.zed human figures in De humanis corporisftbrica ofAndreasVesalius, published in

Baselin 1543; Leonardo ciaVinci's drawing of the human figure illustrating pro

portions, or the Vitruvian Man, (ca. 1485-1490); Diller's series ofplates on per

spective techniques; the maps of the cartographers of the "Age of Discovery";

and, of course, Michelangelo's Creation ifAdam.Invoking this ready stock, a ven

ture capitalist from Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers mutated the analogies to

make a related historical observation, noting that biotech has been "for human

biology what the Italian Renaissance was for art" (Hamilton 1994:85). In

technoscientific culture, at the risk ofmild overstatement I think one can hardly

extend an index fmger (or finger substitute) toward another hand (or hand sub

stitute) without evoking the First Author's (or First Author Substitute's) gesture.

In Michelangelo's version of authorship, Adam lies on the earth, and, con

veyed by angels, God moves toward him from the heavens. An elderly, patriar

chal God the Father reaches his right index finger to touch the languidly

extended left index finger ofan almost liquid, nude, young-man Adam. A con

ventional art history text concludes, "Adam, lying like a youthful river god,

awakens into life" (Rubenstein et al. 1967:99; see also Jansen and Jansen

1963:359-60). Adam is a kind of watery; earth-borne fetus of humanity,

sparked into life on a new land by the heavenly Father. Michelangelo's God,

however, is also carrying another, truly unborn human being. Still in the ethe

real regions above the earth, Eve is held in the shelter of God's left arm, and at

the origin of mankind she and Adam are looking toward each other. It is not

entirely clear whom Adam sees, God or Woman-exactly the problem

addressed by the screen barrier between art and pornography. Maybe in inno

cence before the Fall and at the moment ofthe renaissance ofmodern vision, a

yearning Adam can still see both at once. Touch and vision are not yet split.

Adam's eye caresses both his Author and his unborn bride.

Anne Kelly's drawing suggests other screens aswell, such as that between art

and science, on the one hand, and caricature and politics, on the other. Like the

transparent film between art and pornography, the interface between the

medico-scientific image and the political cartoon unstably both joins and sepa

rates modest witnesses and contaminated spectators. In both potent zones of

transformation, the reclining female nude seems suggestively common. Durer's

woman in Draughtsman Drawing a Nude, the venus d'Urbino by Titian

(1487?-1576), the Rnkeby Uenus by Diego Velazquez (1599-1660), Uenus. at Her

Toilet by Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640), and Edonard Maner's Olympia (1863)

are all ancestors for Kelly's first woman. [Figure 5.5. Rokeby venus.] Kelly's car

toon figure depends on the conventions in modern Western painting for draw

ing the recumbent nude female. 14

tor.ian, is telling a story about the birth of the figure ofWoman. As for me,

feminist analyst of technoscience attuned to artistic and biomedical

delights, I see Durer's majestic print and Bell Telephone's television ad'mtisiug

through the grid ofKelly's virtual speculum. In the life class and gynecological

exam that is technoscience, critique caresses comedy. I laugh: therefore, I am '.

implicated. I laugh: therefore, I am responsible and accountable. That is the best

I can do for moral foundations at the tectonic fault line joining the sacred, the

scientific, and the comic. And everyone knows that end-of-the-millenniuj-j

Californians build their houses, and their theories, on fault lines.

In Renaissance visual technology; form and narrative implode, and both

seem merely to reveal what was already there, waiting for unveiling or discovery.

This epistemology underlies the European-indebted sense of what counts as

reality in the culture, believed by many of its practitioners to transcend all cul

ture, called modern science. Reality, as Westerners have known it in story and

image for several hundred years, is an dJect but cannot be recognized as such

without great moral and epistemological angst. The conjoinedWestern modern

sense of the "real" and the "natural" was achieved by a set of fundamental inno-.

vations in visual technology beginning in the Renaissance. 12

Twentieth-century scientists call on this earlier visual technology for insist

ing on a specific kind ofreality,which readily makes today's observers forget the

conditions, apparatuses, and histories of its production. Especially in computer

and information sciences and in biotechnology and biomedicine, representa

tions oflate-twentieth-century teclmoscience make liberal use of iconic exem

plars of early modern European art/humanism/technology. Current images of

technoscience quote, point to, and otherwise evoke a small, conventional, potent

stock of Renaissance visual analogs, which provide a legitimate lineage and ori

gin story for technical revolutions at the end of the Second Christian

Millennium. Today's Renaissance Sharper Image Catalogue13 includes the anato-

Figure ~.4 Albrecht DOrer, Draughtsman Drawing a Nude, 1538.
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Lynn Randolph. Venus, oil on masonite. 14 '12" x 10 1/2". 1992.
Photograph by Rick Gardner.

ed postmodernity. Both realities are technical effects ofparticular apparatuses

visual culture. Both realities are simultaneously material, embodied, and

inary.Both realities can only be inhabited by subjects who learn how to see

touch with the right conventions. It's all a question of interactive visual

Lynn Randolph's painting Venus, part of her Iiusas or "deluded

series, is a more formal feminist intervention into the conventions of the

nude and her associated secretions and tools [Figure 5.6. T-fI1US]. ScrwtinizillRl

standard line between pornography and art, Randolph writes,"This contcmj,

rary Venus is not a Goddess in the classical sense ofa contained figure. She is
umuly woman, actively making a spectacle ofherself. Queering Botticelli,lei

ing, projecting, shooting, secreting milk, transgressing the boundaries orh

body. Hundreds ofyears have passed and we are still engaged in a struggle fOtt

interpretive power over our bodies in a society where they are marked as a b

tleground by the church and the state in legal and medical skirmishes" (1993).

Kelly, however, is drawing a female Adem, not aVenus. The story is cliffe

ent, and so is the optical technology. Kelly's woman looks not into the mir

that fascinates Rubens's and Velazquez's nudes but into a screen that is in th

heavenly position ofMichelangelo's God. The "venereal" women with mirro

in the history ofWestern painting have given way in Kelly's drawing to th.
"authorial" woman with keyboard and computer terminal. Kelly's woman isn

in a story of reflections and representations. Whatever she sees, it is not

reflection. The computer screen is not a mirror; the fetus is not her double

her copy. First Woman in Virtual Speculum looks not into the normal reality

Iished by Renaissance perspective but into the virtual reality given by a

Figure 5.5 Diego Rodriquez de Silva y Velazquez. The Toliet ofVenus ("Rokeby Venus") 1649.
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technology, Reach out and touch someone; this is the long-distance call.

Not under the arm of God but in computer-generated visual

fetus meets First Woman's gaze. Kelly's unborn fetus, not the Adamlike WOUl

is in the position ofMichelangelo's still uncreated Eve. From the nonperspecti

ofvirtual space, the First Woman and the fetus confront each other as Adam a

Eve did in Michelangelo's version ofhuman creation. In that reading, the co

puter screen is the embracing ann of God. Had God's gender value been tr

muted as Adam's has been? Is the computer womb now female, or is gender

of the many things at stake? Kelly's cartoon allows at least two readings

fetus: It is either in the position of God or in that ofthe not-yet-created

the fetus is Eve, the computer itself, with keyboard, is the encompassing

reaching out to the female Adam's extended but limp hand. That reading m,k~,

Kelly's Adam the effect ofthe computer, the effect

ofcyberspace. On the other hand, the female Adam has her hand on the

she seems to be in the position of author. Then the fetus is her file, which

writing; editing; or, as one viewer suggested, deleting. Certainly, the politics

abortion are implicit in this cartoon. Maybe she is reaching for the

or perhaps merely the "control" key.15

Like traditional masculine figures in the reproductive imagery

science, who have brain children all the time.J" Kelly's First Woman seems

have a pregnancy associated with the organs ofcognition and writing. Her

nancy is literally extrauterine. Or perhaps Kelly's Adam is not pregnant at

may be viewing a fetus with no further connection to her once the file is

Literally, the fetus is somehow "in" the computer. This fetus is a kind of

structure whose likely fare seems more connected to downloading than birth

abortion.]ust as the computer as womb-brain signifies the superior creativity

artificial intelligence, the on-screen fetus is an artificial life form. As such,

Speculum's fetus is not disembodied. Rather, the specific form of embodiment

inside the apparatuses of technoscience is the material conundrum presented

the cartoon. The computer is metonymic for technoscience, an inescapable

materialization of the world. Life itself, a kind of rechnoscientific deity, may be

what is virtually pregnant. These ontologically confusing bodies, and the prac

tices that produce specific embodiment, are what we have to address, not the

false problem ofdisembodiment. 16Whose and which bodies-human and non

human, silicon based and carbon based-are at stake, and how, in our tcchnosci

entific dramas oforigin?

The proliferating readings of Kelly's cartoon make one conclusion

inescapable: Reversals and substitutions undo the original, opening the story up

in unexpected ways. Themselves forms of repetition, reversals and substitutions

e the condition of all repetition obvious. The great stories of mimesis are

done. Caricature breaks the unspoken agreements that stabilized the original.

icatures break the frame ofsalvation history. Perhaps that point gives the key

reading the multiple out-of-frame elements of Kelly's cartoon. The preg

cy is ectopic, to say the least; the fetal umbilical cord and barely visible pla

ta go off screen on the display terminal, and the electrical cord" wander up

off screen from the whole cartoon with no point of attachment in view.

he computer terminal, itself a work station, seems to be the metafetus in the

icture. Further, this metafetus is an extrauterine abortus, with ripped-out

bilical cords like those in Lennart Nilsson's emblematic photographs of the

ginnings oflife itself There is an odd kind ofobstetrical art and technology at

ark here. It is not just Durer's visual technology that makes a feminist "recall"

e gynecological exam and the life class, those troubling and productive scenes

f medical science and ofart. In Kelly's meditation, the examination ofboth art

d life is distinctly eccentric.

Fetal Work Stations and Feminist Technoscience Studies
ictr011,,', fetus cannot be the woman's reflection, the unborn being might be

er, or someone's, project. More likely, the fetus in cyberspace signifies an

entity that is constituted by many variously related communities of practice.

This fetus is certainly an object of attention and a locus of work, and Kelly's

irst Woman is at her work station.U' Feminist scholars have also been at a

"fetal work station." Like data processors at their video terminals in the infor

mation economy, feminists' positions at their analytical keyboards have not

alwaysbeen a matter of choice. Reproduction has been at the center ofscien

tific, technological, political, personal, religious, gender, familial, class, race,

and national webs of contestation for at least the past twenty-five years. Like it

or not, as if we were children dealing with adults' hidden secrets, feminists

could not avoid relentlessly asking where babies come from. Our answers

repeatedly challenged the reduction of that original and originating

question to literalized and universalized women's body parts. It turns out that

addressing the question of where babies come from puts us at the center of

the action in the New World Order. With roots in local and international

women's health movements as well as in various scholarly communities, since

the early 1970s feminists have developed a rich toolkit for technoscience

studies through their attention to the social-technical webs that constitute

reproductive practice.!" Idiosyncratically, I will inspect a small, recent inven

tory from this toolbox in order to pursue my inquiry into the optical proper
ties of the virtual speculum.
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In their powerfitl paper on the many constituencies who construct

French abortifacient called RU486, sociologist Adele Clarke and her

student Teresa Montini developed social worlds and arena analysis for

science studies (Clark and Montini: 1.993).20 Clarke and Montini are clear j

their own analysis turns the volume up or down on some actors more than ot

ers; their own representations are part of the struggle for what will

reproductive freedom, and for whom. Attention to this kind ofpoint cfmactei_

izes feminist science studies in general, whether generated from the academv 01

from policy-forming and community-action sites.

Using these tools, Monica Casper (1995b) studies human fetal surgery

roricallv and ethnographically Casper is developing the notions

tus" and the "fetus aswork object." Casper's approach shows the fetus to be the

and result of multiple actors' work practices, including the mother's,

Casper is necessarily a member of interdigitating communities of scholarly

political practice, her own positioning is neither invisible nor unaccountable.

many communities ofpractice that are held together around the technoferus

by no means necessarily in harmony. Their work tools-rhetorical and

ial-can make the fetus into very different kinds of entities. However,

"multiplicity" nor "contestation" for their own sake are the point in feminist

ence studies. Joining analysts to subjects and objects of analysis, questions

power, resources, skills,suffering, hopes, meanings, and lives are always at stake.

In a similar spirit, Charis Cussins, trained in a science studies prograrn,

traces the continual "ontological choreography" that constructs

objects, and agents at an infertility clinic (Cussins 1994). Subjects and objects

made and unmade in many ways in the extended processes of infertility

ment. Cussins shows that the different stakes, temporalities, trajectories,

connections and disconnections to women's and others' bodies and part-bod

ies-as humans and nonhumans are enrolled together in the practices

technoscience--require ethnographic, sustained inquiry.

Anthropologist Rayna Rapp's multiyear ethnographic study of women

NewYork City from many social classes, ethnicities, language communities, and

racially marked groups also vividly describes the plethora

worlds in which fetuses and pregnant women have their being (Rapp 1994

forthcoming). Women who accept and who refuse the procedures of

genetic diagnosis, research geneticists, genetic counselors, family members, SD.p

port groups for people with genetically disabled children-all these

iously intertwined with machines, babies, fetuses, clinical materials, and

other, make up Rapp's research community. The consequences ofall the actors'

location in these dynamic, differentiated worlds are crucial to her account,

own profound mutations in the course of doing the work grow from and

d back into the research and writing.

In the linked interdisciplinary worlds of feminist accounts of techno-

ience, Valerie Hartouni, located professionally in a communications depart

ent, takes up the many contending discourses of maternal nature in

ntemporary reproductive cultures in the United States. In a subtle and incisive

ries ofpapers, Hartouni examines first how class, gender, and genetic parent-

ood interdigitate in the Baby M surrogate mother legal arguments; then how

ejudicial injunction not to speak ofrace in the case ofthe African American

rational surrogate Anna Jolmson, who carried a child for a mixed-race

ilipina-Anglo) couple, was nonetheless part of the saturation of the case with

cial and class markings; and finally how the performance video S'Aline's
hortion, despite explicit prochoice intentions, nonetheless was positioned by its

isual rhetoric inside antichoice narratives for many audiences (Hartouni 1991.;

992; 1994; and forthcoming).21 Hartcuni's work is part of the broad feminist

quiry into how genetic relationship displaces other discourses of connection

to a child in legal, biotechnical, familial, and entertainment worlds. Her writing

~ontributes to the project of crafting the feminist visual literacy needed for

orking effectively inside a reproductive technoscience politics saturated with

isualcommunications practices.

Reproductive politics are at the heart ofquestions about citizenship, liberty,

amily; and nation. Feminist questions are not a "special preserve" but a "general"

iscourse critical for science studies as such. Inaugural acts ofchiefexecutive offi

cers in mid-1990s U.S. politics illustrate an aspect of this claim. After taking the

oath ofoffice aspresident ofthe United States inJanuary 1993,Bill Clinton issued

his first executive orders, which established his presidency symbolically and mate

rially. His first acts did not concern war or other conventional domains ofnational

terest and manly action. His first acts had to do with embryos and fetuses

embedded in technoscientific contestations. Through: embryos and fetuses, those

orders had to do with entire forms oflife--public, embodied, and personal-for

the citizens of the state. Clinton began the process oflifting restrictions on pro

viding information about abortion in federally funded clinics, permitting medical

experimentation on aborted fetal tissue, and allowing the importation ofthe con

troversial abortifacient and potential cancer treatment RU486.

Similarly, but with opposite political intent, the first official act of Pete

Wilson after he was reelected governor of California in 1994 was to order the

closing of a state program that provided prenatal care to pregnant "undocu

mented" immigrant women. Wilson had staked his campaign on Proposition

187, which denied so-called illegal immigrants virtually all social services, espe-
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cially public education and nonemergency medical care. Despite the deni

its backers, Proposition 187 was widely understood to have fundamental

ethnic, class,and national targets, especially working-class Latinos ofcolor

ing across the Mexican-U.S. border. The measure passed by a

margin. That is, Proposition 187 was overwhehningly popular "With the 01

Republican, white, and economically affluent electorate who voted in the 1

election-many ofwhom, including a candidate for U.s. Senate who suppa

Proposition 187, had recently hired "illegal" women of color to care for the

white children while seeking to "Withhold social services from the children

these same employees. To "Withhold reproductive health care from "undoe

mented" women of color, whose children would be born U.S. citizens if th
pregnancies came to term in California, was the first concern of the reelect

executive. Fetal protection (and the health of women) suddenly looked like

bad idea, and fetal endangerment (and the endangerment of"illegal" women

color) was the direct implication ofthe governor's inaugural act. Biomedicin

where postnatal people, machines, fetuses, health beliefs, diagnostic procedur

and bodily fluids are enrolled together in potent configurations-was the

of conflict. Biomedicine is where freedom,justice, and citizenship were at

Finally, another of Clinton's first public acts as commander in

ened to queer the sacred site of the citizen-warrior by changing the U.S.

forces' policy ofexcluding acknowledged gay men and lesbians from the military
The citizen-soldier's "manliness" has long been at the center of the political

ory of the state and citizenship. However inadequately, color and gender

addressed in the U.S. military before the category ofqueer. The tragicomic

that ensued in Congress and among the Joint Chiefs ofStaff thwarted Clinton's

intent to deal with the matter by executive order. My point is that discursive,

embodied entities such as the fetus, the pregnant immigrant, and the homosexual

are not the subjects of"social" issues, in contrast to "politicalt'matters ofstate

public policy. Like the embryo or fetus and the "undocumented" p",'gtlant

woman, the queer is at the heart ofcontests to reconfigure precisely what

space is and who inhabits it. Technoscience is intrinsic to all ofthese struggles.

The work sketched here shows that to study technoscience requires

immersion in worldly material-semiotic practices, where the analysts, as well

the humans and nonhumans studied, are all at risk-morally, politically,

cally, and epistemologically. Science studies that do not take on that kind

ated knowledge practice stand a good chance of floating off screen into

empyrean and academic never-never land. "Ethnography," in this extended

is not so much a specific procedure in anthropology as it is a method ofbeing

risk in the face of the practices and discourses into which one inquires. To be

is not the same thing as identifying with the subjects ofstudy; quite the con

. And self-identity is as much at risk as the temptation to identification. One

t risk in the face of serious nonidentity that challenges previous stabilities,

victions, or ways ofbeing ofmany kinds. An "ethnographic attitude" can be

pted within any kind of inquiry, including textual analysis. Not limited to a

cific discipline, an ethnographic attitude is a mode ofpractical and theoretical

ntion, a way of remaining mindful and accountable. Such a method is not

ut "taking sides" in a predetermined way. But it is about risks, purposes, and

pes-one's own and others'-embedded in knowledge projects.22

Ethnography is not only a mode of attention, however. Textual analysis

st be articulated with many kinds of sustained scholarly interaction among

ing people in living situations, historical and contemporary; documentary and

vivo. These different studies need each other, and they are all theory-building

ojects. No one person does all the kinds ofwork; feminist science studies is a

llective undertaking that cultivates a practice oflearning to be at risk in all the

rts ofwork necessary to an account ofteclmoscience and medicine.

Under these conditions, looking for a feminist doctrine on reproductive

chnologv in particular, or on technoscience, in general, would be ludicrous.

ut understanding feminist technoscience scholarship as a contentious search

r what accountability to freedom projects for women might mean, and how

ch meanings are crafted and sustained in a polyglot world ofmen and women,

not ludicrous. Preset certainties, feminist and otherwise, about what is hap

lung in theaters of reproduction, or any theater of technoscience, stand an

cellent chance ofbeing flagrantly wrong. But feminist questions shape vision-

enerating technologies for science studies. Freedom and justice questions are

trinsic to the inquiry about the joinings ofhumans and nonhumans. Feminist

chnoscience inquiry is a speculum, a surgical instrument, a tool for widening

kind" of orifices to improve observation and intervention in the i~terest of

rojects that are simultaneously about freedom, justice, and knowledge. In these

rms, feminist inquiry is no more innocent, no more free of the inevitable

ounding that all questioning brings, than any other lrnowledge project.

It does not matter much to the figure of the still gestating, feminist,

antiracist, mutated modest witness whether freedom, justice, and knowledge are

branded as modernist or not; that is not our issue.We have never been modern

(Latour 1993; Haraway 1994b). Rather, freedom, justice, and knowledge are-

in bell hooks's terms-about "yearning," not about putative Enlightenment

foundations. Keep your eyes on the prize. Keep our eyes on the prize. For hooks,

yearning is an affective and political sensibility allowing cross-category ties that

"would promote the recognition of common commitments and serve as a base
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for solidarity and coalition" (hooks 1990: 27), 23Yearning must also be seen

cognitive sensibility, Without doubt, such yearning is rooted in a "<,u'.u1:UJ:e

unconscious, in mutated desire, in the practice oflove.e" in the ecstatic hope

the corporeal and imaginary materialization of the antiracist female

feminism, and all other possible subjects of feminism. Finally, freedom, justic

and knowledge are not necessarily nice and definitely not easy.Neither visio

nor touch is painless, on or offscreen.

The Right Speculum for the JOb2~.

An inquiry into instruments of visualization, Kelly's cartoon can carry Us
another step toward understanding feminist science studies. Virtual Speculum#

replete with signifiers of choice, a term that has been encrusted by colonies 0

semiotic barnacles in the reproductive politics ofthe last quarter-century.Wha

counts as choice, for whom, and at what cost? What is the relation of"choice" t

"life," and especially to "life itself"?

Kelly's cartoon is not denunciatory. I do not see in it any stereotyped

tion on new reproductive technologies or pious certainty about supposed

ation and disembodiment. Nor is Kelly's cartoon celebratory. It does not

credit on the original; it does not announce a new scientific age in the image

an original Creation. The cartoon depends on signifiers of information

communications technologies. Information is a technical term for signal-to-noise

discrimination; information is a statistical affair for dealing with differences.

Information is not embedded in a metaphysics ofreflection and representation.

The pixel grid of the cartoon's screen will not yield a point-for-point emplot

ment ofan original body, disciplined through an ontology and epistemology

mimesis, reflection, and representation. Kelly is not Durer.

Instead, Vi/walSpeculum is diffractive and interrogatory: It asks,"Is this

feminists mean by choice, agency, life, and creativity? What is at stake here,

for whom? Who and what are human and nonhuman centers ofactioni Whose

story is this?Who cares?" The view screen records interfering and shifted-e-dit

fracted-patterns of signifiers and bodies. What displacements in reproductive

positioning matter to whom, and why? What are the conditions of effective

reproductive freedom? 'Xlhy are public and personal narratives of self-creation

linked to those of pregnancy? Whose stories are these? Who is in the cartoon,

who is missing, and so what? What does it mean to have the public fetus on

screeniWhose fetuses merit such extraordinary attention?What does it mean to

embed a joke about self-creation and pregnancy inside Western and "white"

conventions for painting the female nude? Kelly's cartoon is embedded inside

signifiers ofthe Creation, Renaissance, Scientific Revolution, Information Age,

New World Order. How does salvation history get replicated or displaced

technoscience? What are the consequences of the overwhelmingly

istian signifiers of technoscience. IfMichel Foucault wrote about the care of

e self and the development ofdisciplinary knowledge in two different cultural

nfigurations withinWestern history (classical Greek and modern European),

elly is sketching an inquiry into the apotheosis of the fetus and reproductive

chnoscience as a diagnostic sign of the end of the Second Christian

illennium. How is care ofthe fetus today analogous to care ofthe self in clas

cal antiquity-an elite set ofpractices for producing certain kinds ofsubjects?

What is the right speculum for the job of opening up observation into the

j ifices of the teclmoscientific body politic to address these kinds of questions

out knowledge projects? I want to approach that question by going back to

e eruption ofthe gynecological speculum as a symbol in U.S, feminist politics

the early 1970s, Many feminists among iny cohorts-largely young, white,

iddle-class women-"seized the masters' tools" in the context oftheWomen's

iberationMovement and its activist women's health movement.e" Armed

ith a gynecological speculum, a mirror, a flashlight, and-most of all-each

in a consciousness-raising group, women ritually opened their bodies to

eir own literal view: The speculum had become the symbol of the displace

ent of the female midwife by the specialist male physician and gynecologist.

(the mirror was the symbol forced on women as a signifier ofour own bodies as

pectaclc-for-anorher in the guise ofour own supposed narcissism.Vision itself

seemed to be the empowering act of conquerors.

More than a little amnesiac about how colonial travel narratives work, we

peered inside our vaginas toward the distant cervix and said something like,

"Land ho! We have discovered ourselves and claim the new territory for

women." In the context of the history ofWestern sexual politics-that is, in the

context of the whole orthodox history ofWestern philosophy and technology

visually self-possessed sexual and generative organs made potent tropes for the

reclaimed feminist sel£We thought we had our eyes on the prize. I am caricatur

ing, of course, but with a purpose. "Our Bodies, Ourselves" was both a popular

slogan and the title ofa landmark publication in women's health movements.V

The repossessed speculum, sign of the Women's Liberation Mbvement's

attention to material instruments in science and technology, was understood to

a self-defining technology. Those collective sessions with the speculum ayd

were not only symbols, however. They were self-help and self-experi

mentation practices in a period in which abortion was still illegal and unsafe.

The self-help groups developed techniques ofmenstrual extraction, that is,early

abortion, that could be practiced by women alone or with each other outside
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high heels; low-cut, eagle-crested bodice; star-spangled blue minishorts;

magic lasso for capturing evildoers and transportation needs-seizes the

ant speculum from the white-coat-clad, stethoscope-wearing, but cowering

re doctor and announces, "With my speculum, I am strong! I can fight!"

WonderWoman entered the world in 1941 in Charles Moulton's popular

oon strips.28 After falling into a sad state by the end of the 1960s, she was

Figure 5.8 MS. magazine cover. Vol. 1. No.1. July 1972. Reprinted with Permission.WonderWomanand the Doctors.

professional medical controL A little flexible tubing joined the mirror

speculum in more than a few of those sessions. Meanwhile, biomedical

cians were introducing the sonogram and endoscopic fetal visualization

Lennart Nilsson's photographs spread around the medicalized globe.We

wonder early ifwe had seized the right tools.

Still, the sense ofempowerment experienced by the women in earlY-197

self-help groups was bracing. The spirit was captured in a cartoon in the J
1973 issue of Sister, the Newspaper if the Los Angeles Vl7omen.s Center [Figure 5.
Wonder Woman and the Doctors]. Wonder Woman-the Amazonian prin~

from Paradise Isle, complete "With her steel bracelets that could deter bull

Figure 5.7
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resurrected in several venues in the early 19705.Wonder Woman's first

cornic-book editor, Dorothy Woolfolk, brought her back to the mass

1973. Ms. magazine put Wonder Woman on the cover of its first issue

1972 under the slogan "Wonder Woman for President" [Figure 5.8.

Woman cover for Ms.]. The Vietnam War was raging on one side of the

and a"Peace and Justice in '72" billboard adorned the storefronts on a

on the other side. A giganticWonderWoman was grabbing a U.S. fighter jet

of the sky with one hand and carrying an enlightened city in her magic lass<:l

the other hand. The city might be a feminist prototype for SimCity2000T¥
Wonder Woman's lasso outlined a glowing urban tetrahedron that would

made Buckminster Fuller proud.

In their groundbreaking 1973 pamphlet on medicine and politics, femi

academic and activist historians Barbara Ehrenreich and Dierdre Bngh

reprinted the SisterWonder Woman figure seizing the speculwn. The conte

was the chapter on the future, in which the authors emphasized that "selfhelp

not an alternative to confronting the medical system with the demands

reform of existing institutions. Self help, or more generally, self-knowledg

critical to that confrontation. Health is an issue which has the potential to

across class and race lines .... The growth offeminist consciousness gives us

possibility, for the first time, of a truly egalitarian, mass women's health mo

ment" (1973: 84-85).30 Ehrenreich and English emphasized that not allworn

had the same histories or needs in the medical system. "For black women, me

ical racism often overshadows medical sexism. For poor women of all eth

groups, the problem of how to get services of any kind often overshadows

qualitative concerns.... A movement that recognized our biological similari

but denies the diversity ofour priorities cannot be a women's health moveme

it can only be somewomen5 health movement" (1973: 86; italics in original).

The speculum was not a reductionist symbolic and material tool that limite

the feminist health movement to the politics of"choice" defined by demands f
legal, safe abortion and attention to the new reproductive technologies. Nor w
the speculum definitive of an exclusivist, middle-class, white movement. T

women's health movement was actively built, and often pioneered, by women C)

color and their specific organizations as well as by mixed and largely whit

groups that cut across classlines.31 That legacy is too often forgotten in the terri

ble history of racism, class-blindness, generational arrogance, and fragmentatio

in American feminism as well as in other sectors of U.S. progressive politic

However, the fullest meanings of reproductive freedom critical to femini

technoscience politics cannot easily be signified by the gynecological speculu

or by the virtual speculum ofthe computer terminal, no matter how important}

to control, inhabit, and shape those tools, both semiotically and mareri

-The networks ofmillionaires and billionaires from Paul Simon's song at the

inning of this chapter still determine the nature of the u.s. health system,

uelingreproductive health, for everybody. The structure and consequences of

complex determination are what we must learn to see if"choice" is to have

ust meaning. The last verse of"The Boy in the Bubble" reminds us that the

ntless bursts of"information"-in transnational urban and rural jungles-are

ng-distance call we cannot ignore. And Bell Telephone is not the only carrier.

The Statistics of Freedom Projects
eculum does not have to be a literal physical tool for prying open tight ori

it can be any instrument for rendering a part accessible to observation. So

turn to another kind of speculum-statistical analysis coupled with free

_ and justice-oriented policy formation-to find a sharper focus for

cribing what feminists must mean by reproductive freedom, in particular, and

hnoscientific liberty, in general. In this chapter, in relation to the goals offem

t technoscience studies, I have adopted the civil rights rallying cry, "Keep

r eyes on the prize!" I mean my appropriation of this phrase to emphasize

conducting an analysis of reproductive freedom from the point ofview of

groups-groups that do not fit the white, or middle-class, or other

larked" standard-is the only way to produce anything like a general state

nt that can bind us together as a people.Working uncritically from the view

t of the "standard" groups is the best way to come up with a particularly

ochial and limited analysis of technosciencific knowledge or policy, which

n masquerades as a general account that stands a good chance of reinforcing

equal privilege. However, there is rarely only one kind of standard and one

d of relative marginality operating at the same rime, Groups that do not fit

e kind of standard can be the unmarked, standard, or dominant group in

ther respect. Also, reproductive freedom is only one piece ofwhat feminist

hnoscientific liberty must include, for women and men. Feminist techno

ence studies are about much more than reproductive and health matters.

minist technoscience studies are about technoscience in general. But, funda

ntally, there is no way to make a general argument outside the never-finished

of articulating the partial worlds of situated knowledges. Feminism is not

ined by the baby-making capacity ofwomen's bodies; but working from that

acity, in all of its power-differentiated and culturally polyglot forms, is one

'tical link in the articulations necessary for forging freedom and knowledge

jects inside technoscience.

Associate Counsel and Director ofthe Black Women's Employment Program
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ositional and differential consciousness. A feminist standpoint is a practical

hnology rooted in yearning, not an abstract philosophical foundation.V

Therefore, feminist knowledge is rooted in imaginative connection and

d-won, practical coalition-which is not the same thing as identity but does

wand self-critical situatedness and historical seriousness. Siruaredness does not

~an parochialism or localism; but it does mean specificity and consequential, if
iously mobile, embodiment. Connection and coalition are bound to some

es painful structures of accountability to each other and to the worldly hope

r freedom andjustice.33 Ifthey are not so bound, connection and coalition dis

tegrate in orgies of moralism. In the kind offeminist standpoint remembered

d put back to work in this chapter, much important feminist knowledge must

technically "impersonal." Statistics have an important but fraught history in

e crafting ofauthoritative, impersonal knowledge in democratic societies. The

.story ofstatistics is directly related to the ideals ofobj ectivity and democracy.

In Theodore Porter's terms (1994; 1995), statistics is a basic technology for

rafting objectivity and stabilizing facts. Objectivity is less about realism than it

about intersubjectivity. The impersonality of statistics is one aspect of the

omplex intersubjectivity of objectivity; that is, of the public quality oftechno

cientific knowledge. Feminists have high stakes in the speculum of statistical

owledge for opening up otherwise invisible, singular experience to reconfig

lITe public, widely lived reality. Credible statistical representation is one aspect of

building connection and coalition that has nothing to do with moralistic "stand

ing in the place of the oppressed" by some act of imperialistic fantasy or with

other caricatures of feminist intersubjectivity and feminist standpoint.

Demanding the competent staffing and funding of the bureaus that produce

reliable statistics, producing statistical representations in our own institutions,

and contesting for the interpretation of statistics are indispensable to feminist

technoscientific politics. Providing powerful statistical data is essential to effec

tive public representations ofwhat feminist and other progressive freedom and

justice projects mean.34 Recording, structuring, processing, and articulating

such data should raise at least as interesting scientific problems as any that have

merited a Nobel Prize in economics so far.

Porter argued that "it is precisely the communicability of numbers and of

these rules [for manipulating numbers) that constitutes their claim to objectiv

ity. ... The crucial insight there is to see objectivity as a way of forming ties

across wide distances" (1994:48). Porter believed that this kind of objectivity

inheres in specialist communities, which rely on expertise rather than on com

munity and which substitute quantitative representations for trust and face-to

face interactions. He sees such modes of objectivity as ill adapted to express

ofthe NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund (LDF) Charlotte Ruther!<

(1992) provides the needed perspective, A civil rights lawyer, feminist, Afric

American woman, and mother, Rutherford articulates what reproductive freed()

must mean and shows how both women's groups and civil rights organizatib
would have to change their priorities in order to take such :freedom into accaub.

Her argument is the fruit of intensive meetings "With many African Americ

women's groups and internal debate in the LDF in 1989-1990 on Black warnell
reproductive health and the U.S. Supreme Court rulings on abortion restrictio

A group ofnationally prominent African American women active in public p
icy issues "maintained that reproductive freedoms are civil rights issues for Afric

American women" (Rutherford 1992:257). From that perspective, I m'lintairi,

reproductive freedom ingeneral has a much sharper resolution.

Included in the LDF formulation of reproductive freedoms for

women were, at a minimum, "(1) access to reproductive health care; (2) access

early diagnosis and proper treatment for AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases,anc

various cancers; (3) access to prenatal care, including drug treatment program

for pregnant and parenting drug abusers; (4) access to appropriate contracep;

tives; (5) access to infertility services; (6) freedom from coerced or lll--mtormed

consent to sterilization; (7) economic security, which could prevent possible

exploitation ofthe poor with surrogacy contracts; (8) freedom from taxies

workplace; (9) healthy nutrition and living space; and (10) the right to sarc.rcgat

and affordable abortion services" (Rutherford 1992:257-58). It seems to me

all citizens would be better served by such a policy than from an approach

reproductive choice or rights that begins and ends in the well-insured,

graphically monitored, Bell Telephone system-nurtured uterus with its

fetus. These are the pulsating, relentless bursts of information in Paul Simon's

song. These are "The Boy in the Bubble'"s long-distance message.

Not all African American women are poor, and not all poor women

African American, to say the least. And all the categories are discursively consti

tuted and noninnocently deployed, both by those who inhabit them (by choice,

coercion, inheritance, or chance) and those who do not (by choice, coercion,

inheritance, or chance). I believe that learning to think about and yearn toward

reproductive freedom from the analytical and imaginative standpoint of "African

American women in poverty"-a ferociously lived discursive category to which

I do not have "personal" access-illuminates the general conditions ofsuch free

dom. A standpoint is not an empiricist appeal to or by "the oppressed" but a cog

nitive, psychological, and political tool for more adequate knowledge judged by

the nonessentialist, historically contingent, situated standards of strong objectiv

ity. Such a standpoint is the always fraught but necessary fruit of the practice of
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income women, 47% [in need of them] have received no services"

n56). Among physicians who provide infertility services in the United

es, only 21 percent accept Medicaid patients for such care (268n61). "By

2, only fifteen percent of white women were sterilized, compared to

ty-four percent ofAfrican American women, thirty-five percent ofPuerto

all women, and forty-two percent of Native American women. Among

panic women living in the Northeast, sterilization rates as high as sixty-five

cent have been reported" (273-74). Even in the 1990s, the federal govern

nt will pay for sterilization for poor women but not for abortions. The worst

rilization abuses of the recent past have been reduced by consent forms and

cedures put in place since the 1970s, but the conditions leading poor women

"choose" sterilization more often because other options are worse are not

ceptable. Meanwhile, "in 1985 eighty-two percent of all counties in the

nited States-home to almost one-third ofthe women ofreproductive age

d no abortion provider" (280). To say the least, the situation has not improved

the 1990s. Restrictions on poor women's access to abortion mean later abor

"In 1982 after the ban on federal funding was implemented, 50% of

edicaid-eligible patients had their abortions after nine weeks of pregnancy,

;orrrparedwitb only 37% ofnon-Medicaid-eligible women" (280nI28).
Rutherford also shows that toxins and other hazards in neighborhoods and

orkplaces differentially damage poor people and people of color because they

get more intensive and long-term exposures. To be a houseworker or janitor,

hospital worker, farm worker, dry-cleaning or laundry employee, chicken

rocessor, tobacco worker, or fabric-mill worker is to experience a lifetime of

oxic exposure that can damage reproductive cells and fetuses, not to mention

dult bodily tissues. Pesticides, heat, noise, dust, mechanical hazards, poor nutri

inadequate medical care, and high levels of stress lower life expectancies of

children, and fetuses. Those predominantly female occupations held dis

proportionately by women of color are especially dangerous to fetal and mater~

health. The only thing that might be even more damaging to freedom and

is unemployment. Is anyone really surprised? "Who cares?" is the funda

mental question for technoscientific liberty and science studies. Toxics are a civil

rights issue, a reproductive freedom concern, and a feminist technoscience mat

ter; that is, toxics are a general issue for technoscientific knowledge and

freedom projects. 35
The age of designer fetuses on screen is also the age of sharp disparities in

reproductive health, and therefore ofsharp disparities in technoscientific liberty.

In the 1990s, fetuses are objects ofpublic obsession. It is almost impossible to get

through the day near the end ofthe Second Christian Millennium in the United

moral and ethical arguments (49). However, I believe that the history

to recraft and stabilize public realities as part oflearning to put together ged

policies from the analytical, imaginative, and embodied standpoint ofthose

inhabit too many zones of unfreedom and yearn toward a more JUSt

shows "impersonal," quantitative knowledge to be a vital dimension of tn()

political, and personal reflection and action.

Crafting a politics that refuses the constrictions of both the abortion a.
the new reproductive technology debates, with their inadequate discourse

choice, Charlotte Rutherford explores the requirements for reproductive fie

dom by means of statistical illustrations of the differential conditions that

experienced by women differently marked by race and classin the United Stat

(Rutherford 1992). For example, in 1990, "29.3% ofall African American f

ilies had incomes below the poverty level, compared to 8.1% ofwhite famili

and 10.7% offamilies ofall races" (1992:257n8). In 1985, because ofthe confiJ"
ence of medically uninsured women's situations and the fact that 80 percent 0

private insurance policies did not include office visits or services for pn,ve,ntive,

non-surgical reproductive health care, "at least 76% ofall women ofreI'ro,jucS
tive age must pay themselves for preventive, non-surgical health care" \L.>o"U,'i.

"The maternal mortality rate (the number ofdeaths ofmothers per 100,000

births) for all African American women in 1986 was 19.3 compared to 4.7

white mothers" (259n12). "In 1986, African American women were 3.8

more likely than white women to die from pregnancy-related causes"

"Blacks were more than twice as likely as whites to have late (third trimester)

no prenatal care,.... and the frequency of late or no care among American

Indians was at least as high as that for Blacks" (260nI5).

"In 1991, almost five million working mothers maintained their

alone and 22.3% of them lived in poverty ... In 1988, of all poor
American families, 75.6% were maintained by African American women

compared to 44% ofpoor white families and 47.8% ofpoor Hispanic families"

(264n32). "In 1987, only 18% of the pregnancies to women under age
resulted in births that were intended, while 40% resulted in births that were not

intended, and 42% ended in abortion" (265n38). "Among households headed

by individuals between 15 and 24 years of age, the poverty rate is staggering:

65.3% for young African American families and 28.5% for young white fami

lies" (266n45). "The risk ofinfertility is one and a halftimes greater for African

Americans [23% of couples] than for whites [15% of couples]" (267). "Whites

and those with higher incomes are more likely to pursue infertility treatment

than are African Americans and the poor" (268). "About 75% of low-income

women in need ofinfertility services have not received any services .... Among
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States "Without being in communication with the public fetus. In these

miracle and hype, the public fetus may be the way we look to distant galaxies,
fetus hurtling through space at the end ofthe movie 2001is not a feminist'

neither is the long-distance touch ofBell Telephone. In alliance 'Withthe un

meeting with Charlotte Rutherford at the Legal Defense and Educational F

both Kelly's First Woman "With her finger on the divine keyboard and

WonderWoman seizing the gynecological speculum must work to make the

eral community of women publicly visible as movers and shakers in

science. That much, at least, is owed to the people who taught us all to kee
th . "Wi h peyes on e prIZe. It my speculum, I am strong! I can fight!" There is

chance, barely, to build a truly comprehensive feminist technoscience politics.

The Invisible

There are many lives and even more deaths to keep track of, num

bering the bones of a people whom the state hardly thinks worth
counting at all

-Nancy Scheper-Hughes, Death VVithout VVeeping

It seems fitting to close this meditation on the virtual speculum with an

that is not there-r-with the missing representations offetuses and babies that

trouble anyone yearning for reproductive freedom. In a world replete

images and representations, whom can we not see or grasp, and what are

consequences of such selective blindness? From the point of view of a

imaginable, desperately needed, transnational, intercultural, and resolutely situ

ated feminism-e-n feminism circulating in networks at least as disseminated, dif
ferentiated, and resilient as those of flexible capitalism's New World Order,

Inc.-questions about optics are inescapable. How is visibility possible? For

whom, by whom, and of whom? What remains invisible, to whom, and why?

For those peoples who are excluded from the visualizing apparatuses of the dis

ciplinary regimes ofmodern power-knowledge networks, the avertedgazecan be

as deadly as the all-seeing panopticon that surveys the subjects of the biopoliti

cal state. Moreover, counting and visualizing are also essential to freedom pro

jects. Not counting and not looking, for example in health and well-being, can

kill the NewWorld Order as surely as the avid seminal gaze ofstate curiosity,for

example in the fixing ofthe criminal or the addict. Similarly, the assumed natu

ralness of ways of living and dying can be as intolerable as the monomaniacal

construction and production of all the world as technical artifact. By now we

should all know that both naturalization and technicization are equally neces
sary to the regimes offlexible accumulation.

Because my last image springs from a missing gaze,I have no picture to

no reprinting permission to seek. In the demographers' language, this

nimage is of human "reproductive wastage," that is, of the dead babies and

es, the missing offspring, who populate the earth's off-screen worlds in

aginable numbers in the late twentieth century. These are fully "modern"

"postmodern" fetuses and babies, brought into invisible existence within the

e New World Order that ordains bright lights, genetic gymnastics, and

bernetic wonders for the public fetuses of the better-off citizens of planet

th at the end ofthe Second Christian Millennium. These missing fetuses and

abies are not residues ofsome sad traditional past that can be scrubbed clean by

e new brooms of modernity and its sequelae in postmodemitys regimes of

exible accumulation. Quite the contrary: The missing images, and what they

represent, are precisely contemporary with and embedded in the same networks

~s the all-too-visible on-screen fetal data structures. IfAnne Kelly's on-line fetus

is postmodern, so is the uncounted fetus I am seeking in this essay. And vice

versa, if"we" have never been modern, neither have "they.,,36 Temporality takes

many shapes in the wormholes of technoscience, but the least believable figures

are the divisions of the world and its inhabitants into modern and premodern,

progressive and traditional, and similar conventions. The solid geometry ofhis

time is much more troubling than that.
Of course, images ofhungry babies and children, ifnot fetuses, periodically

fill our television screens. The mode ofpresence and absence changes for differ

endy positioned citizens in technoscientitic public reproductive visual culture

more than absolute presence or absence. The visual icons ofhungry infants do

not perform the same semiotic work as the icons of the higWy cultivated on

screen fetuses favored by Bell Telephone. Here, I want to explore one form of

off-screen, out-of-frame positioning for the children of contemporary, expand

ing, marginalized populations.
Nancy Scheper-Hughes is responsible for my missing visual text as I follow

her through her search in the municipal records offices and ftvelas, or slums, of a

town in a sugar-plantation region ofthe Brazilian Nordeste over the past twenty

five years. Besides drastically reducing the complexity of accounts in her book,

my sketch adds analogies, renarrativizes, and uses parts ofher story in ways she did

not. But we are enmeshed together in webs spun by yearning and analysis.

Developing John Berger's image, Scheper-Hughes, an anthropologist, saw

herself as a"clerk or keeper of the records"-listening, watching, and recording

those events and entities that the powerful do not want to know about

(Scheper-Hughes 1992:29)37 For Scheper-Hughes, recordiug was a work of

recognition and an act ofsolidarity. She attempted to count, to make statistically
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which is said to drive reproductive heroics in contemporary wealthy

or parts oftown, seems almost to be a bad joke about Kcselection. The

us-and the child tied into lucrative markets of all kinds-becomes so

ortant that media conglomerates and biomedical industries, who have much
p .
are money than mothers and fathers, seem to be the major reproductive

vestors. Meanwhile, literally many hundreds of millions of children expert

nee serious deprivation, including 15 million hungry children in the United

rates in the mid-1990s.41 The stereotypical rich people's lament that the poor
. k b 1· 42ave too many children seems to be an even worse JO e a out r-se ecnon.

here is too much hunger, and hunger of too many types, independently of

whether there are too many children ofthe rich or ofthe poor.

I strongly believe that there are too many people on earth, not just millions

but billions too many for long-term survival of ourselves and incomprehensible

numbers of other species. That belief in no way softens questions ofjustice and

freedom about who survives and reproduces and how. The individual human

matter; the communities matter. Counting matters. Further, reducing

populatlou growth rates and absolute numbers in every class,race, ethnicity, and

category on Earth will not necessarily reduce habitat destruction, urban

or rural poverty, pollution, hunger, crime, agricultural land devastation, over

crowding, unemployment, or most other evils. Population levels are not causes

such a simple sense. The story of inter-relationship is much more complex,

is hotly contested. I am convinced that the success ofcomprehensive free

dom andjustice projects would do a much betterjob ofalleviating suffering and

reducing resource and habitat devastation than population limitation policies in

the absence ofsuch commitments. Those statements are also beliefs, ones deeply

enmeshed in the fraught worlds of technoscience.
On the one hand, it seems that demographers and population specialists of

every stripe do nothing but count human beings. United Nations reports,World

Bank studies, national censuses, and innumerable reference works are full ofdata

about population and reproduction for every spot on Earth. On the other hand,

a clerk ofthe records-working out ofthe traditions of Catholic liberation the

ology, socialist feminism, medical anthropology, and risk-taking ethnography

was still needed to count missing children in the biopolitical age. In a time of

crushing overpopulation, the perverse fact is that there are too few living babies

among the poorest residents on earth, too few in a sense that matters to thinking

about technoscience studies and reproductive freedom. These missing and dead

babies are, of course, intritlsic to the ongoing production of overpopulation.

The surplus death ofthe children ofthe poor is closer to a cause of overpopula

tion than one is likely to find by many other routes ofanalysis.The 1994 United

visible, the reproductive history, and especially the dead babies, of the

women in the Brazilian town. Moreover, she linked the existence and

of those dead babies to precisely the same global/local developments that

~heir richer sisters, living in the neighborhoods in which many ofthe impo

ished javela women worked as domestics, to seek the latest in prenatal care

reproductive medicine. Undercounted and on screen: Those were the two
ofbeing under examinarion.v''

Caught in a nightmare, I am forced to remember another context in

offspring are counted in the regimes of technoscience. An equation in

ical population biology has two variable quantities, rand K, which can be

to different reproductive "strategies" adopted by species in the context

theory ofnatural selection. "K-selected species" are said to "invest" t",mendou,

resources in each individual offspring and to have rather few offspring over

lives. Each offspring, then, is a valued "reproductive investment," in the ordirrar"
but nonetheless stupefying language of investment-portfolio management

which Darwin's theory has been developed in this century. On the other

"r-selected species" are said to adopt the strategy of spewing as many ofEp'rirrgi
into the world as possible, "With little physiological or biosocial investment in

individual, in the hope that some offspring will survive to reproduce. For

gists, all human beings, "With their large and expensive fetuses and infants

take many years to mature to reproductive age, are paradigmatic K-selected

organisms. Dandelions or cockroaches, with their abundant offspring, none

whom get many nutritious goodies packed into their embryos or much parental

attention during development, are typical r-selected creatures. Low infant mor

tality is the norm for K-strategists; high infant mortality is the normal state

affairs for r-strategists. As the sociobiological authors Martin Daly and Margo

Wilson put it, the contrast is between "profligacy or careful nurture"

(1978:124).39 Careful parents with solid family values versus vermin and weeds:

That seems to be the gist of the story in this reading of an equation. I translate

this lesson in evolutionary theory into human reproductive politics in the New

World Order: intensely cultivated fetuses, located at the center of national cul

ture and portrayed as individuals from fertilization on, versus throwaway fetuses

and dead babies, located "down there" and known only as "angels."

In the U.S. imperialist imaginary, societies "down there" relative to the

United States, in the warm and sordid regions ofthe planet, seem to have lots of

human beings who act like r-strategists. The colder, more cerebral, less genital

climes to the north-e-lf one discounts immigrants of color and other nonpro

gressive types common in racist imagery-are replete with good K-strategists.4o

The supposedly natural craving for a healthy child genetically related to the par-
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,en"elv,,, are a particularly modern sort of discursive object; knowledge about

gross is inconceivable, literally,"Without knowledge of rates of change. Death

es go down first, followed at variously unfortunate intervals by birth rates. But

atever the fits and starts of different rates for births and deaths, modernity

gs in its wake a greatly lowered rate ofinfant and child death as a fundamen

ofthe demographic transition to stable populations and low birth rates.

The people among whom Nancy Scheper-Hughes studied, however,

erienced quite another sort of demographic transition. Scheper-Hughes

ed the pattern the "modernization ofchild mortality" and the "routinization

infant death" (1992:268-339), Scheper-Hughes emphasized the moral,

ial, and emotional relations of mothers and whole communities to the

rreme levels of infant death among them.43 Riveted by the form of moder-

ity and postmodernity she describes, I highlight here only a limited part ofher

ory. Over the period of the study, death rates for children over a year old did

cline among the very poor as well as among the better off. Childhood infec

'ous disease, the traditional "nonmodern" killer of the young, was reduced by

unization.t? But death rates among children less than a year old went up,

d the killer-drastic undernourishment, resulting in diarrhea and death from

cute dehydration-was highly modern. The modernization of child mortality

eant "the standardization of child death "Within the first twelve months oflife

nd its containment to the poorest and marginalized social classes" (1992:296).

n the town Scheper-Hughes studied, by 1989 96 percent of ill child deaths

ccurred in the first year oflife.

In one sense, the cause of the increase in infant mortality seems obvious and

easily remediable-e-loss of the practice ofbreastfeeding. Restore the practice of

breastfeeding, which has continued to decrease in each generation in the "devel

oping world" since about 1960, and the very poor will not see their infants die

in such vast numbers. Promote breastfeeding, get the artificial infant formula

akers to cooperate, teach rehydration therapy, and watch death rates come

down. Get poor women to "choose" breastfeeding as their grandmothers once

did. These are neither new observations nor obscure solutions, and many peo

ple work hard to put them into action.

But Scheper-Hughes argues that the modernization of infant death

through starvation and dehydration is intrinsic to the form ofdevelopment prac

ticed in the third world under the terms set by unleashed national and transna

tional market forces and structural adjustment policies enforced by world

sources of capital. The drastically marginalized populations that teem all over

earth, including in U.S. cities, are the direct result of up-to-the-minute

(post)modernization policies over the past thirty years, and especially the past

Nations meetings on population and development in Cairo

advanced this proposition. Getting a grip on the motor ofthis surplus deat

problem of world-historical proportions. Wherever else this problem lea

should take us to the center offeminist technoscience studies.

To pursue these claims, let us turn back to Nancy Scheper-Bughes's

A U.S. white citizen, she first went to the ftvelas ofthe Nordeste ofBrazil in

as an idealistic twenty-year-old public health and community developnj

worker. In those years, she carne to know many women ofa particular cOtnth

nity; and she got involved in community action programs for child care ~

child health. Between 1982 and 1989, after an absence offifteen years, Sche

Hughes returned four times to the same community, this time as an anthrop()

ogist, an identity she had earlier disdained. The turbulent political a

economic contexts of Brazil throughout those years were never far from t

surface. In oral interviews and less formal interactions, Scheper-Hughes listen

to the women living in this particular shantytown as they recounted rejJrOdU,¢'

tive histories and their meanings. She also haunted the records offices

municipality and ofhospitals, forcing recalcitrant institutions and bureaucrats t&
disgorge data on births and child deaths. Trying to get a grip on how many

which classes died in a year, she talked with the municipal carpenter,

mainjob seemed to be making coffins for the children ofthe poor. His

tions for the materials needed to make the boxes for dead "angels" gave

more numbers for her growing numerical testimony.

Scheper-Hughes's figures covered several years and allowed some sense

the trajectory of infant and child death and of the reproductive histories

women of different generations. Besides combing local, regional, and national

data sources, Scheper-Hughes talked to pharmacists, grocers, priests, and

body else who could cast some light on her questions about birth, life, and

among the very young and very poor. She talked to the better-off citizens

prowled through data on them, getting a grip on their different reproductive

experiences. Across the period ofher study, laws and practices governing

tration of births and deaths changed substantially. There is no illusion

prehensive data in Scheper-Hughes's accounting, but there is nonetheless

arresting ethnographic picture ofinfant birth and death in the flexible matrices

of the NewWorld Order.

There is nothing particularly modern about high rates of birth and infant

and child mortality for our species. The opposite is supposed to be the case. The

orthodox story ofmodernity has it that a demographic transition occurs more or

less reliably with modern economic development, such that both death rates and

birth rates decline, albeit rarely if ever in a neatly coordinated fashion. "Rates"
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fifteen years. In the current, acute, global forms of dependent capitalism,

ginalized" means anything but "rare." For Brazil, Scheper-Hughes narrates hi
complex patterns ofthe"economic miracle,"World Bank versions ofeconorili

development in the 1980s, practices of structural adjustment, inflation, and

resulting falling real wage ofthe poorest classes. In the years follovving the

tary junta in Brazil in 1964, total national wealth increased in the context

systematic relocation ofwealth from the bottom 40 percent of the populatiort tS

the top 10 percent. Progressively, in the context ofmass dislocations and

tions, semisubsistence peasants have become urban, temporary, day-wage

ers in large numbers. Food has become a commodity everywhere and

everyone-including the newborn.

These are the critical determinants of reproductive freedom and

dom in the New World Order, with its up-to-the-minute, te,:wlo"ci"ntiflc:ally

mediated systems of flexible accumulation. Labor patterns, land use,

accumulation, and current kinds of class reformation might have more to

with the flow ofbreast milk than whether or not Nestle has adopted policies

corporate responsibility in its third world infant-formula markets. Artifi':ial

milk is a reproductive technology, without doubt, as is the human body

all its historical/natural/technical complexity. But agribusiness seed technolo..

gies, which come with packages oflabor and resource use, or marketing systems

for national and international customers are at least as much reproductive tech

nologies as are sonograph machines, cesarean surgical operations, or in vitro fer

tilization techniques. Those seeds and those marketing patterns are central

technoscientific actors, in which humans and nonhumans of many kinds are

mutually enrolled in producing ways oflife and death. It is high time that stud

ies of reproductive technologies stop assuming that their central artifacts of

interest are to be found only in the biomedical clinic. In several senses, comput

ers in financial centers in Geneva, NewYork, or Brasilia are reproductive tech

nologies that have their bite in the breasts ofmarginalized women and the guts

oftheir babies. It shows in the coffin-maker's invoices; the shelves oflocal gro

cery stores, where "choice" is best studied; and, as we shall see, in (post)modern

customs for establishing paternity among the poor.

Why do poor women stop breastfeeding in the NewWorld Order? How

does technoscientifically mediated capital flow affect paternity-recognition rit

uals?Why can't "rational choice" prevail in the favelas of the Nordeste, and per

haps also on the flatlands of the East Bay near San Francisco in California?

Scheper-Hughes tens an arresting story about the corporeal economy ofbreast

milk, diarrhea, and family formation inside Brazil's economic miracle. With all

its local themes and variations, the story travels globally all too well. It encapsu-

one of the plot structures ofpostmodern narration-one left out ofsemi

textbooks and psychoanalytical theory-in which gender, race, class,and

get up-to-the-minute remakes.

Loosely following Scheper-Hughes's map, let us explore the parameters of

ieastfeeding. In the 1960s the U.S.-sponsored Food for Peace program intro

uced large amounts of industrially produced powdered milk into the third

orld. A food inscribed with a better technoscientific pedigree and radiating

are enlightened purposes would be hard to find. International aid-promoted,

packaged baby milk programs ended in the 1970s, but corporations like Nestle

fuoved in to develop the infant-formula market. Much of this market depends

on very small purchases at anyone time, not unlike the soft-drink industry

among the impoverished. Marketing infant formula to the poor is like market

ing drugs-small, cheap packages are essential to hooking the customers and

developing the mass market. Active organizing emerged against the aggressive,

medically inflected marketing ofartificial formula to women who could neither

afford the product over the long haul nor count on conditions to prepare it

hygienically. Mter a lot of denial and resistance, in response to an international

boycott started in 1978, Nestle finally adopted codes for ethical practice and

modified its marketing and advertising patterns. But breastfeeding continued to

decline, and infant death continued to be modernized. "Ethics" turns out to

have precious little to do with "choice" in vast areas of technoscience, including

the yearning for reproductive freedom.

Four factors converge in this story. First, Scheper-Hughes found that the

culture ofbreastfeeding unraveled over a briefperiod-including both the ability

ofolder women to teach younger women and poor women's beliefin the good

ness of what comes from their own bodies, compared to what comes from

"modern" objects such as cans or hypodermic needles. 45 To emphasize that

breastfeeding is practice and culture, just as technoscience is practice and cul

ture, is to stress that the body is simultaneously a historical, natural, technical, dis

cursive, and material entity. Breast milk is not nature to the culture of Nestle's

formula. Both fluids are natural-technical objects, embedded in matrices of

practical culture and cultural practice.Women can lose, regain, or improve the

natural-technical knowledge necessary to breastfeeding,just as young elephants

can lose the ability to find water in long droughts when most of the older,

knowledgeable animals are killed by poaching or by inexpert culling of herds.

That comparison is not a naturalization of women but an insistence on the

shared natural-technical matter of living as intelligent mortal creatures on this

planet. Within the kind of feminist technosciencc studies that makes sense to

me, breastfeeding practices, elephant cultural transmission, and laboratory and
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factory knowledge and commodity production are ontologically and epJsteJtll6

logically similar. Historical ways of life and death are at stake in each of

natural-technical categories. The differences lie in the all-important sp"ciJici~es

Second, and related to loss of knowledge about how or whether to

feed, poor women cannot breastfeed babies in the context ofthe jobs that

can get after the transition from semisubsistence peasant to urban casual

laborer, including current forms ofdomestic service. The issue goes way

the Brazilianfiwela that Scheper-Hughes studied. Just as right-wing Cili£,rrU'

politicians can and do agitate for withholding medical and educational

from the children ofthe migrant women who take care ofthese same pOhtiICi,tll_

employers' offspring, modern female employers ofother women can and do

courage practices that the wealthy reserve for themselves in the interest

and family. Breast-milk storage equipment notwithstanding, babies have to

with mothers in order to breastfeed consistently. On-the-job bre";tf"edoIlJf

facilities, as well as other aspects of affordable and comprehensive child

remain pie-in-the-sky labor demands in most places of employment in

United States. Discursively, such facilities are costly benefits, not natural

is no wonder that poor women in and out of the "third world" have much

chance to "choose" breastfeeding, even if they continue, in spite of evervthino

to trust their own-disproportionately poisoned-bodies to give better

tion than modern commodities can. 46

Third, the shelves in the groceries that served the shantytown citizens

replete with every sort of scientifically formulated milk for infants. Literate or

not, the mothers were well versed in all the varieties and their relative merits for

babies of different ages and conditions. "The array of'choices' was quite daunt

ing, and the display of infant-formula powdered milk tins and boxes took up a

full aisle of the local supermarket, more than for any other food product"

(Scheper-Hughes 1992:319). Like the mandatory health warning on cigarette

packages in the United States, packages that disproportionately fill the poorest

areas of cities, all the infant-milk containers carried required warnings about

proper use of the product, consulting a physician, and refrigeration. Consumer

protection is such an illuminating practice in transnational capital's progressive

regulatory regimes.

Fourth and last, let us turn to a scenario of family formation, to the kind of

scene beloved in psychoanalytic contributions to feminist theory. I am particularly

interested here in the material/semiotic rituals that create fathers and in the prac

tices that relocate baby's milk from the breasts disdained by responsible,

loving women to the packages-replete with corporate and state warnings-r-ear

ried into the home by responsible, loving men. I am interested in the metonymy

oatmarks the implantation ofthe name ofthe father in theftvela and in what such

bstitutions do to the formation of the "unconscious" in feminist technoscience

dies.I believe this kind ofunconscious underlies practices ofyearning, opposi

onal consciousness, and situated knowledges. The primal scene in the ftvela is

tablished and signified by a gift ofmilk. Father's milk, not semen, is his means of

onfirming paternity and establishing the legitimacy ofhis child.

Scheper-Hughes writes that in the conditions of shantytown life, mar

iage becomes much more informal, consensual, and, in my ironic terms, post

odern. "Shantytown households and families are 'made up' through a

reative form ofbricolage in which we can think ofa mother and her children

s the stable core and husbands and fathers as detachable, circulating units.

husband is a man who provides food for his woman and her children,

egardless of whether he is living with them." The symbolic transaction by

which a father "claims" his child and his woman is to bring the infant's first

weeks' supply of Nestogeno, an especially valued Nestle product in a lovely

purple can. A woman who breastfeeds is thought of as an abandoned woman,

or a woman otherwise unprovided for or sexually disdained by a man. Ideally,

the equation is, "Papa: baby's 'milk" (Scheper-Hughes 1992:323-25).

Through that particular and historical milk, meanings ofpaternity circulate. In

this specific narration of metonymy and substitution, a powerful version of

feminist desire is born. The desire is not for a supposed natural mother over

and against a violating father but for a new world order in which women,

men, and children can be linked in signifying chains that articulate the situated

semiotic and material terms of reproductive freedom.. . .
The missing babies ofthe fizvela are carried away in diarrhea, a "sea offroth and

brine.... 'They die,' said one woman going straight to the heart ofthe matter,

'because their bodies turn to water" (Scheper-Hughes 1992:303). Through

the signifying flow of commodified milk-which links children and fathers,

husbands and wives, first and third worlds, centers and margins, capital and

bodies, milk and excrement, anthropologist and clerk of the records-we are

recirculated back into the turbulent, heterogeneous rivers ofinformation that

constitute the embryo, fetus, and baby as a modern sacrum-or cyborg kin

ship entity-on the globalized planet Earth. The diarrhea of angels mixes

with the amniotic fluid of on-screen fetuses. We are accountable for this

material and semiotic anastomosis in the body .politic and the clinical body of

the "postmodern" human family. The longing to understand and change the

fluid dynamics inherent in this kind of anastomosis is what I mean by yearn

ing in feminist technoscience studies.
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The signifying chains that make up these kinds of linkages are not, in

simple sense, about cause and effect. The multidimensional splices that

together the New World Order, Inc., cannot be described in linear eguatio:n'

But these higher-order linkages matter; they are not decorative flourishes.

task offeminist technoscience studies is to construct the analytical languag-e __

to design the speculums-for representing and intervening in our

cyborg worlds. In the Bell Telephone ad, paternity was channeled from

phone through the mother-to-be's touching the sonographic image ofthe

on the video monitor. In the favela of the Nordeste, paternity was channel"ed

through the gift ofscientifically formulated, commodified infant milk. The

nifiers ofchoice for Bell Telephone and for Nestle parody feminist relJrodu,:ti,'e

freedom and knowledge projects and the dispersed, disseminated, diflelentiat:ed"

"transnational" yearning that sustains them. In Kelly's cartoon, reproducticg

choice was interrogated in FirstWoman's authorial touch on the computer

board. In Charlotte Rutherford's arguments about reproductive freedom for

African American women, the statistics of inequality bore eloquent testimony

to the reproduction of unfreedom. All of these accounts are aspects of the

inquiry into reproductive technology in the New World Order. As Wonder

Woman put it in 1973, "With my speculum, I am strong! I can fight!" The right

speculum for the job makes visible the data structures that are our bodies.

It wasa dry wind
And it swept across the desert
And it curled into the circle of birth
And the dead sand
Fallingon the children
The mothers and the fathers
And the automatic earth

And don't cry,baby, don't cry.

- ©Paul Simon/Paul Simon Music (BMI)

6

RACE

Universal Donors in aVampire Culture: It's All in the Family.

Biological Kinship Categories in the Twentieth-Century United States

If the human face is "the masterpiece of God" it is here then in a

thousand fateful registrations.
-Carl Sandburg,Prologue to Edward Steichen, The Family ifMan

Race is afracluring trauma in the hody politic of the nation-and in the mortal bod

ies ofits people. Race kills, liberally and unequally; and race privileges, unspeak

ably and abundantly. Like nature, race has much to answer for; and the tab is still

running for both categories. Race, like nature, is at the heart ofstories about the

origins and purposes of the nation. Race, at once an uncanny unreality and an

inescapable presence, frightens me; and I am not alone in this paralyzing histor

ical pathology of body and soul. Like nature, race is the kind of category about

which no one is neutral, no one unscathed, no one sure of their ground, if there

is a ground. Race is a peculiar kind of object of knowledge and practice. The

meanings of the word are unstable and protean; the status ofthe word's referent'

has wobbled-s-and still wobbles-c-from being considered real and rooted in the

natural, physical body to being considered illusory and utterly socially con

structed. In the United States, race immediately evokes the grammars ofpurity

and mixing, compounding and differentiating, segregating and bonding, lynch

ing and marrying. Race, like nature and sex, is replete with all the rituals ofguilt

and innocence in the stories of nation, family, and species. Race, like nature, is

about roots, pollution, and origins. An inherently dubious notion, race, like sex,

is about the purity oflineage; the legitimacy ofpassage; and the drama ofinher
itance of bodies, property, and stories. I believe that, like nature, race haunts us
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